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This document serves as the inaugural edition of a new series of testimonial pieces celebrat-
ing and memorializing the people and initiatives that have had a lasting and transforma-
tional impact on the development and evolution of the School of Pharmacy; it will serve as 
a historical chronicle for TUSP moving forward. This unique series is entitled “Legacies of 
Temple University School of Pharmacy” and was conceived of by Katie Battista our Director 
of Alumni Affairs who joined us in the summer of 2018, and to whom we are indebted for 
this excellent idea.  

Temple University School of Pharmacy (TUSP) was established in 1901 as an expansion of 
the original Temple University mission of providing affordable high quality education to 
individuals of modest means as a mechanism for developing and mobilizing their innate 
potential and talent so as to achieve a better station in life. From its inception, TUSP has 
been especially true to that mission through its admissions policies and through the resul-
tant opportunities afforded its students and graduates who, as result of their discipline and 
hard work have gained access to a wide range of career paths and socioeconomic success. 

It is fitting that the first edition of this series is entitled the “Renzulli Edition” for, as its 
narrative will amply demonstrate, the family of Mike Renzulli is the living embodiment of 
Russell Conwell’s founding mission for this great university. I first became acquainted with 
Mike Renzulli, PHR ’63 in 2007. Mike has helped to shape my perspective on the value 
of legacy in general, and to the School of Pharmacy in particular, teaching me about his 
ancestral and professional roots and how they synergized to inspire his many successful 
endeavors. I am deeply appreciative of Mike’s friendship and of his outstanding generosity. 
He is indeed a mentor and a role model for those who have the good fortune of sharing his 
company and wisdom.
 
Peter H. Doukas, Ph.D.

Dean

Foreword
Peter Doukas

Dean, Temple University School of Pharmacy
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Legacies of Temple University School of Pharmacy (Legacies) is a program launched in 
2018 to:

•  celebrate those who have made financial commitments that secure and advance the future 
of Temple University School of Pharmacy (TUSP)

• celebrate and call attention to highly-successful initiatives that have furthered and                 
enhanced the academic/intellectual enterprise of TUSP

• honor students, alumni, faculty, and staff who, through their personal commitments,    
have expressed the mission and vision of TUSP

• inform the communities within our operational domain about the origins of TUSP,              
its elements, and its evolution over time

• inspire others to perpetuate a legacy at TUSP

The Renzulli Edition of Legacies is a tribute to Michael H. Renzulli, PHR ’63 (Mike), his 
relatives that preceded him, and the students that follow him. The Renzulli family legacy 
is a living embodiment of Temple University’s mission, as well as that of TUSP, to prepare 
students to become outstanding practitioners and leaders that strive to improve the health 
and well-being of the community. 

The Renzulli family’s history with TUSP dates back to 1916, just 15 years after the School’s 
founding, when Mike’s grandfather Michele Renzulli enrolled. 2018 marks the 100-year 
anniversary of Michele’s graduation and the inaugural edition of Legacies.

2019 marks the 10-year anniversary of Mike and his wife Vicky’s establishment of the      
Renzulli Family Scholarship Fund (Fund). The Fund is a means for honoring the Renzulli 
family legacy by recognizing students in their third or fourth professional year who demon-
strate outstanding leadership by contributing to the promotion of numerous professional 
initiatives arising out of extracurricular activities within TUSP. To date, 65 students have 
achieved the designation of Renzulli Scholar and received a scholarship.

Introduction
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•1880 – Mass emigration from Italy to the United States begins

•1888 – Temple College, founded by Russell Conwell, receives charter

•1890 – Michele Renzulli is born in Troia (Southern Italy)

•1901 – Temple College Department of Pharmacy is founded

•1907 – Temple College is incorporated as a university

•1910 – Cholera reaches Southern Italy; Michele immigrates to the United States

•1916 – Michele enrolls at TUSP during Russell Conwell’s University presidency

•1918 – Michele graduates, attains license from the Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy, 
purchases a community pharmacy in Philadelphia and renames it Renzulli’s Pharmacy 

•1922 – Michele becomes a professor at Temple University

•1939 – Dante, Michele’s son, graduates from TUSP and joins Renzulli’s Pharmacy full time

•1949 – Michael, Michele’s son and Dante’s brother, graduates from Philadelphia College of 
Pharmacy and joins Renzulli’s Pharmacy full time

•1963 – Mike, Dante’s son, graduates from TUSP and joins Renzulli’s Pharmacy full time

•1965 – Mike joins Alberto-Culver, the well-known beauty supply company, as Product 
Manager

•1972 – Alberto-Culver assigns the management responsibilities for the Sally Beauty 
division to Mike 

•1992 – City of Hope honors Mike with the Spirit of Life award 

•1998 – Mike is inducted into the Cosmetology Hall of Fame; Italia Magazine names Mike 
among the 100 Most Successful Italian Americans

•2009 – Mike and Vicky Renzulli establish the Renzulli Family Scholarship Fund 

•2018 – 100-year anniversary of Michele’s graduation

•2019 – 10-year anniversary of the establishment of the Renzulli Family Scholarship Fund 
with 65 scholarship recipients to date

Timeline
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Michele Renzulli

Michele Renzulli circa 1949, 
Courtesy of the Renzulli Family.

Michele Renzulli circa 1950, 
Courtesy of the Renzulli Family.6
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Michele Renzulli
Troia, Puglia, Italy

Cathedral Basilica of Santa Maria Assunta circa 
2012. Photo by sonsierey at Tripadvisor.com. 
Retrieved from goo.gl/q2ZqXz.

Alley in Troia, Italy. Photo by Nicola Cerignola at 
mapio.net. Retrieved from goo.gl/6RA97u.
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From 1900-1910, around two million people immigrated to the United States from Italy. 
Particularly from Southern Italy, many immigrants fled extreme poverty and its effects as 
well as an impending Cholera epidemic.

In 1910, 20-year-old Michele Renzulli came to the United States from Troia, a town in the 
Province of Foggia in Italy’s southern Puglia region. In 1916, while working at Banca Frank 
Di Berardino in Philadelphia, a business that assisted Italian immigrants with assimilation 
and international communication, Michele enrolled at Temple University as a student in 
the Department of Pharmacy.

Perhaps the Class of 1918’s most successful student, Michele graduated with honors and 
was awarded The Dr. John R. Minehart Gold Medal for an excellent record in all branches 
in senior year, and The Dr. Henry Fisher Gold Medal for the highest average in “Materia 
Medica” in senior year. He also received honorable mentions for The Dr. John R. Minehart 
Gold Medal for the highest average in all branches in senior year, The Dr. H. Evert Kendig 
Gold Medal for highest average in the “Theory and Practice of Pharmacy,” and The Dr. 
James C. Attix Prize for the best term average in Chemistry.

Michele Renzulli

Temple University.  
Annual Catalogue 1919. 
Retrieved from goo.gl/
hZZKAx.
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After being granted a Pennsylva-
nia Board of Pharmacy license in 
1918, Michele bought a pharma-
cy at 65th Street and Haverford 
Avenue in West Philadelphia. He 
renamed the business Renzulli’s 
Pharmacy. Renzulli’s became a 
neighborhood cornerstone that 
served the needs and wants of its 
community for generations.

In 1919, Michele began a second-
ary career as a college professor. 
He joined the Temple University 
faculty in 1922 and taught biology, 
poetry, languages, and literature. 

Michele exercised his passion for 
the written word prior to earning 
his degree. He held roles as editor 
for the Philadelphia-based Ital-
ian-American publications L’Opin-

Michele Renzulli

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
The First Annual Report of the 
Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy. 
Retrieved from goo.gl/NZPxx5.
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ione del Popolo (The Opinion of the People) and La Voce della 
Colonia (The Voice of the Colony), which he began in 1914 and 
1916, respectively.

He published 11 books and translations and lectured frequent-
ly between the United States and Italy. 

Michele and his wife, Lucia, had three sons; Michael, Dante 
(“Doc”), and Virgil; and a daughter, Ophelia (“Faye”).
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Michele Renzulli

Nuovo Farmacista. (1918, June 15). 
La Libera Parola, page 3.
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Cover of Dante’s Inferno translated to 
Italian by Michele Renzulli. Photo by 
Historia Regnum et Nobilia.  Retrieved 
from https://bit.ly/2DNIsT.

Cover of The Sinner translated to Italian by 
Michele Renzulli. Photo by librisaggi. Retrieved 
from https://bit.ly/2QpZT2Q.
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Dante “Doc,” PHR ’39, and his brother Michael, a pharmacist and World War II veteran, ran 
Renzulli’s, another family legacy, from 1939-1995. 

The Renzullis worked hard at the pharmacy and kept the store open seven days a week from 
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Doc raised his family on the second floor, and they used a kitchen 
in the back of the store.

Renzulli’s was a beloved community resource for medications and patient care. It was also 
a neighborhood gathering place where locals played the lottery and kids bought soda and 
candy. 

The Renzulli brothers were known as complements, with Doc being a soft-spoken gentle-
man and Michael being a passionate quick wit. They found common ground in their con-
cern and compassion for their community, patients, and family.

Dante and Michael Renzulli

Renzulli’s Pharmacy circa 1952, 
Courtesy of the Renzulli Family.
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“”
“”
“”

Dante and Michael Renzulli

“As a former employee of Ren-
zulli’s Pharmacy, he (Michael) 
was a joy to work for and to 
work with. He was a great hu-
man being, passionate, caring 
and funny.” – Former Employee

Michael, Dante, and Michele Renzulli circa 1939, 
Courtesy of the Renzulli Family.

Dante Renzulli circa 1990, Courtesy 
of the Renzulli Family.
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“Will miss his (Doc’s) bygone 
days’ charm.”
 – Community Member

“Doc and his brother were 
and remain a legend. They 
were wonderful. A customer 
always received the old fash-
ioned gold standard care at 
Renzulli’s which many today 
could take a lesson from.” 
– Community Member
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Michael H. Renzulli

Temple University. Arrex 1963. DOI:  TPHRMX1963. Retrieved from 
the Temple University Libraries, Special Collections Research Center.
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Doc’s son, Mike, continued the Renzulli family legacy at TUSP. He was an 
impressive student who, already married and a father of two, graduated in 
1963.

Mike joined his father and uncle at Renzulli’s and worked full time as 
a buyer and pharmacist before moving his wife, Vicky, and two sons,                  
Michael and Dante, to Chicago to take on a position as Product Manager 
at Alberto-Culver, the well-known beauty supply company, in 1965.

In 1968, Mike was promoted to Group Product Manager just prior to Al-
berto-Culver’s acquisition of Sally Beauty Holdings in 1969. Mike was pro-
moted again in 1972 and charged with heading up Sally Beauty Holding’s 
flagship retail store in New Orleans. 

Michael H. Renzulli

Sally Beauty store in New Orleans circa 1964. 
Retrieved from http://www.sallybeautyhold-
ings.com/our-company/history-timeline.

Appointed Group Manager. 
(1968, Feb. 9). The Daily Herald, page 35.
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Michael H. Renzulli

By 2006, Sally Beauty Holdings became a public company with more than 3,300 stores and 
$2.3 billion in sales. After reaching this monumental professional achievement, Mike retired 
and gave over the President and CEO role to a long-time colleague.

Notable organizations have acknowledged Mike for his success in business and his magna-
nimity. In 1992, City of Hope honored Mike with the Spirit of Life award and the establish-
ment of the Michael H. Renzulli Fellowship in Breast Cancer Research to recognize his many 
company-wide and personal contributions to women’s health, including the establishment 
of SallyCares Shelter Program and SallyCares Seminars. In 1998, Mike was inducted into 
the Cosmetology Hall of Fame joining other industry leaders like Vidal Sassoon and Revlon 
founder Charles Revson and was named one of the 100 Most Successful Italian Americans by 
Italia Magazine. In 2004, Mike was elected as Regional Vice President of the National Italian 
American Foundation, which includes high-profile members, such as the late Justice Antonin 
Scalia and Representative Nancy Pelosi. Mike served in this role until 2008.

Sally Beuty Holdings enters Canada via acquisition circa 1998. Retrieved from 
http://www.sallybeautyholdings.com/our-company/history-timeline.
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Sally Beauty celebrates $500 
million sales mark. (1993, 
Sept. 1). Victoria Advocate, 
page 15.
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Michael H. Renzulli

In 2009, Mike and Vicky established the Renzulli Family Scholarship Fund with the                  
intentions of honoring and perpetuating his family’s legacy at TUSP. From 2009-2011, their 
original pledge to establish the Fund was leveraged as a challenge grant to help inspire oth-
ers to contribute to endowed scholarship funds at TUSP. During that time, more than 200 
additional donations to endowed scholarship funds were made to support TUSP students.

Mike and Vicky Renzulli with Renzulli Scholars at 
TUSP, Courtesy of TUSP.

16 “”
“Mike and Vicky Renzulli’s pledge of $1 million, the first 
million-dollar commitment in the School of Pharma-
cy’s history not only created the prestigious Renzulli 
Family Scholarship Fund, but it also inspired more than 
$500,000 in endowment funding including the creation 
of 10 new endowed scholarships in under three years.”
 – Chris Van Vessem
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In honor of the Renzulli family legacy dating back to 1916, the Renzulli Family Scholarship 
Fund provides awards for third and fourth year students who have exhibited outstanding lead-
ership through the promotion of professional initiatives within TUSP in addition to good 
academic standing and financial need.

The Renzulli Family Scholarship Fund Award Selection Committee made up of TUSP faculty 
and staff members Drs. Charles Ruchalski and Nicole Sifontis, Director of Admissions Joan 
Hankins, and Director of Student Services Eileen Lichtenstein (retired) have carried out the 
Renzulli family’s wishes by carefully reviewing and selecting candidates that meet the criteria. 
The Committee has played an essential role in sustaining the Renzulli family legacy at TUSP.

With gratitude to Mike and Vicky Renzulli, their sons, and grandchildren, Michael, Dante, 
Raquel and Victoria, who will continue their great work with TUSP, and all donors to the 
Fund, TUSP presents the following 65 students who were selected as Renzulli Family Scholars 
and received awards to assist with the completion of their pharmacy degrees from 2010-2018.

LIST OF AWARDEES

Renzulli Family
Scholarship Fund

2010

Michael Zielinski ’10 

Lauren Long ’10 

Kristin Reigle ’10 

Elisa Cocchiarella ’10 

Narin Ahmed ’10 

Kimberly Toussaint ’10 

2011

Jennifer Andres ’11 

Lindsay Pelletier ’11 

Malyha Mannan ’11 

Tanvi Patil ’11 

Michelle Peahota ’11 

Francis Rubino ’12 

Marylee Workey ’12 

Mohamed Fouad ’11 

2012 

Elise Gilbert ’12 

Owen Haney ’12 

Mary Nnoli ’12 

Gloria Espinosa ’13 

Molly Hayes ’13 

David Koren ’13 

Nicole Yakobitis ’13 
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LIST OF AWARDEES - CONTINUED

Renzulli Family
Scholarship Fund

18
“”

“I was deeply humbled that my grandson Frank was chosen as a 
recipient of Mike and Vicky’s generosity. It meant a great deal 
to me and my family. Mike and I were classmates and part of a 
study group of three married men, but we had fun together 
too. Mike is a great guy, and I was in awe of his achievements 
through the years.” – Frank A. Rubino, Sr.

2013

Aaron Clark ’13 

Jessica Cprek ’13 

Sunny Marvania ’13 

Sean McGonnigle ’13 

Ashlin Miller ’13 

Jacinta Chin ’14 

Kavita Patel ’14 

Leda Ramoz ’14

2014

Marissa Casagrande ’15  

Maryah Haidery ’15

Rashida Jones ’14 

Meghan Mitchell ’15  

Steven Orlando ’14  

Benjamin Pullinger ’15  

Tonisha Thompson ’15  

Sarah Yeager ’14

2015

Ryan Basa ’15

Ta-Seti Donald ’16 

Lisa Dragic ’16

Nicole Hollinger ’15 

Omobonike Osunloye ’16 

Forrest Ridgway ’16 

Leah Scandlen ’16 

Matthew Salkovitz ’16 

Tyler Salovin ’16 

Julianne Smith ’16 

Kim Anh Tran ’16
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Dean Peter H. Doukas with 
Renzulli Scholars at TUSP 
graduation, Courtesy of 
TUSP.

Renzulli Scholars at TUSP, 
Courtesy of TUSP.

2016

Lauren Schmidt ‘17

Daniel VanDorn ‘17

Christine Hancock ‘16

Ashley DePuy ‘17

Jola Salavaci ‘17

Peter Nikolos ‘17

Julia Lees ‘17

2017

Amandeep Kaur ‘18 

Brendan Mangan ‘18 

Adesumbo Odunlami ‘18 

Oxana Placinta ‘18 

Vilinny Puth ‘18           

Lin Tran ‘18 

2018

Carly Harsha ’19 

Roxana Lazar ’19 

Mandee Noval ’18

Cavan O’Kane ’19 

       

LIST OF AWARDEES - CONTINUED

Renzulli Family
Scholarship Fund
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In 1888, Russell Conwell founded Temple University to provide individuals with limited 
means, including recent immigrants to the United States, the opportunity to pursue higher 
education. Conwell taught that education was key to achieving financial success.

Across three generations, the Renzulli family materialized Conwell’s teachings and succeed-
ed in multiple fields within pharmacy. 

The Renzulli family and TUSP will continue in perpetuity as partners in success through 
the Renzulli Family Scholarship Fund, thereby helping future generations to realize their 
own aspirations as well as the mission of Temple University.

Conclusion

From left: Doc Renzulli, Mike Renzulli, 
Dean Peter H. Doukas at the TUSP Class 
of 1963 50-Year Reunion celebration, 
Courtesy of TUSP.
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Afterword

When I was very young, living in West Philadelphia, my father and my mother Mary ran the 
family neighborhood pharmacy. Even though we were just kids, my brother, Dante Jr., and I 
were expected to help out in the drug store. 

Both of us developed our work ethic making sure the store was stocked with soda, candy, 
prescription bottles, and other sundry items that my father told us to stock. Heck, we even 
became expert sodas jerks, working the store fountain, making milk shakes, ice cream sodas, 
and sundaes. 

There is nothing like working in a local drug store, and interacting with customers every day, 
to give you a first-hand education as to how to deal with people. In those days (before the 
advent of the large pharmacy chains), a neighborhood drug store was a community center, 
where you could learn a lot about a person’s life, their ailments, their feelings, their joys, and 
their families. 

My father taught us to treat people with respect. 
He would come out from behind the counter to 
listen to the customers, educate them, comfort 
them, and give them directions when they need-
ed them. 

All of these experiences were important in pre-
paring me to enter the business world later. I had 
experiences none of my business contemporaries 
had. I got my Ph.D. in Life, working in that neigh-
borhood drug store. 

By Mike Renzulli

Mike Renzulli circa 1972 at Renzulli’s 
Pharmacy. Retrieved from 
http://www.sallybeautyholdings.com/
our-company/history-timeline.
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Afterword
By Mike Renzulli

The work ethic we developed during that time propelled both my brother and I in developing 
our careers. My brother became a well-regarded attorney, first in Philadelphia and then in 
suburban Philadelphia, known for his social service to the community. 

I went on to become the President-CEO of the largest retail supplier of beauty products in 
the world, Sally Beauty Company, operating 4000 stores. I also became known for my many 
philanthropic efforts throughout the country, which I am very proud of. 

Ultimately in 2006, I was able to ring the famous bell at the New York Stock Exchange, as Sally 
Beauty was listed on the Stock Exchange. Quite an achievement for a company that only had 
10 stores when I became its President. I had come a long way from that little drug store in 
West Philadelphia.

Sally Beuty Holdings becomes an independent public company (2006). Retrieved 
from http://www.sallybeautyholdings.com/our-company/history-timeline.
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Photos courtesy of the Renzulli Family.
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